Biomechanical properties of quadruple tendon and patellar tendon femoral fixation techniques.
Two femoral fixation techniques for quadruple hamstring tendon grafts were compared under cyclic loading with the patellar tendon: the rectangular inserted pin (TransFix) and biodegradable interference screw fixation of the quadruple tendon and titanium interference screw fixation of the middle third of the patellar tendon. Porcine specimens were mounted onto a tension load machine, and the tendon-fixation-femur-complex was tested for stiffness, displacement during 800 cycles of loading between 50 and 250 N and ultimate tension load. TransFix fixation showed the greatest stiffness at 183.6 N/mm ( P<0.05). The least displacement under cyclic loading was observed for the titanium interference screw followed by the TransFix and biodegradable interference screw ( P<0.01). The ultimate tension load was greatest for the TransFix fixation at 1303+/-282 N, followed by patellar tendon fixation with 763+/-103 N and the biodegradable interference screw fixation with 480+/-133 N ( P<0.001). To reduce initial elongation of the graft and displacement at the fixation site, preconditioning of both the tendon and tendon-fixation complex is especially important when using quadruple tendons. TransFix fixation provides better stability and greater stiffness and pull-out strength than the other techniques. This finding is of clinical relevance to surgeons of the anterior cruciate ligament.